There are a lot of best investing book lists on the web today. Why read this one? Here you'll find the investing books with the most recommendations from the greatest investors of our day. R.J. Weiss, CFP®. Updated September 22, 2020. A thorough understanding of the business, obtained by using Phil’s techniques […], enables one to make intelligent investment commitments. With insight into evaluating earnings and management, it’s easy to see how Fisher’s classic book helped Buffett build upon the concepts he learned from Benjamin Graham. The bestselling investing book also includes chapters explaining how to spot common chart patterns, as well as hundreds of chart examples for personal study. Now in its fourth edition, “How To Make Money in Stocks” has sold more than 4 million copies worldwide since its publication. “Market Wizards” by Jack D. Schwager Schwager’s highly acclaimed financial book is considered to be one of the best investing books for traders. In this national bestseller, readers can gain wisdom from top stock market pros in their own words. Schwager includes interviews from Wall Street … Ownership data provided by Refinitiv and Estimates data provided by FactSet. © 2000-2021 Investor's Business Daily, Inc. All rights reserved. What better business book for a beginning investor than words of wisdom from one of the foremost investors of our time? Mr. Buffett writes about numerous investing topics, with each topic being less than 10 pages. So, beginning investors can easily digest Mr. Buffett’s advice. Much of his advice contradicts modern investment theory, which is an excellent reason to read his book; an investor is always better off by getting multiple points of view. I own the First Revised Edition, but the table of contents to the current edition is very similar. Rather than convincing beginners that investing in real estate is easy, the book shows them how to thrive in the competitive market. Shawn Breyer. Owner, Breyer Home Buyers.